
ATV/UTV Pre-Purchase/Sale Inspection Checklist 
 

Our first area of interest is how well the vehicle has been maintained, the 
owner is a great source of information on this, but here are a few things to 
remember to check. 

 
Inspect Notes Pass  Fail 

Air Filter Look for excessive dust or mud   

Engine Oil Low, milky, or smells burnt are all bad signs   
Coolant Check levels, should be green or orange   

Gas Does it smell fresh or old   

 
The next series of checks will give us a good idea of repairs we can expect in 

the next 6 months to a year. 
 

 
      This group of checks is aimed towards the small cosmetic parts of a machine 
which are easy to forget about when purchasing or selling a used machine.  
 

Inspect Notes Pass Fail 
Lights High and low beam headlights, brake lights   

Accessories Add on’s such as winch, light bars, radio, functioning   

Plastics Are plastics missing, sun faded, or cracked   

Wheels Bends or other damage   

Tires % Tread Remaining   

4x4 Engage smoothly without grinding or crunching   

 

  

Inspect Notes Pass Fail 
Bearings Wheels should feel firm when you push or pull   

CV Boots Rubber CV boots attached to diffs intact   

Alignment Front wheels parallel with steering straight   

Tie Rods Rods connecting steering to wheels tight   

Lean Does bike lean to one side or corner   

Frame Frame straight, without bends or damage   

Suspension Do shocks compress and rebound properly   



 
 

The most important aspect of any machine is how it runs and rides. The 
best-looking machine in the world does us no good if it doesn’t drive like it 
should. 

 
Inspect Notes Pass Fail 

Starting Does it start easily, especially with cold engine   

Smoke Does it smoke at idle or under acceleration   
Speed Acceleration should be smooth and consistent   

Stability Twitchy, pulling to one side, or hard to turn are bad news   

Stopping Do brakes work good   
Sound Any unusual grinding, clunking, squeaking, investigate   

Smooth Does clutch engage and disengage smoothly   
 
 

 With checklist complete we now have a pretty good idea of the condition. 
With the repairs estimated be sure to keep in mind anything the bike might need 
when deciding how much you are willing to spend and enjoy your new, used, 
machine. 


